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antiferromagnetic resonance, electron paramagnetic resonance, exchange narrowing, zero-field 

splitting. 

 

Recommended Books 

1. Introduction to Solid State Physics by C. Kittle, 8th Edition (2012). 

2. Magnetic Materials: Fundamentals and Applications by N. A. Spaldin, 2nd Ed. (2011).  

3. Quantum Theory of the Solid State by J. Callaway, 2nd Edition (1991). 

4. Introduction to Magnetic Materials by B. D. Cullity & C.D. Graham, 2nd Ed. (2008).  

  

Phys 4308 QUANTUM INFORMATION THEORY (CR3) 

Preq. Phys 3301/ ADP (Physics)  

 

Objectives 

To understand the fundamental concepts of quantum information, communication, computation, and 

physical protocols for quantum computation 

 

Syllabus 

Review of Quantum Mechanics and overview of Quantum information: Postulates of quantum 

mechanics, quantum states and observables, Dirac notation, projective measurements, density operator, 

pure and mixed states, entanglement, tensor products, no-cloning theorem, mixed states from pure states 

in a larger Hilbert space, Schmidt decomposition, generalized measurements, (CP maps, POVMs), 

qualitative overview of Quantum Information. Quantum Communication: Dense coding, teleportation, 

entanglement swapping, instantaneous transfer of information, quantum key distribution. Entanglement 

and its Inseparability of EPR pairs, Bell inequality for pure and mixed states, entanglement witnesses, 

Peres- Horodecki criterion, properties of entanglement measures, pure and mixed state entanglement, 

relative entropy as entanglement measure, entanglement and thermodynamics, measuring 

entanglement. Quantum Information: Classical information theory (data compression, Shannon 

entropy, von Neumann entropy), fidelity, Helstrom’s measurement and discrimination, quantum data 

compression, entropy and information, relative entropy and its statistical interpretation, conditional 

entropy, Holevo bound, capacity of a quantum channel, relative entropy and thermodynamics, entropy 

and erasure, Landauer’s erasure. 

 

Recommended Books 

1. Introduction to Quantum Information Science by V. Vedral, Oxford (2007) 

2. Quantum Computation and Quantum Information by M. Nielsen and I. Chuang (10th Edition), 

Cambridge (2010) 

3. Problems and Solutions in Quantum Computing and Quantum Information by W. Steeb and Y. 

Hardy (3rd Edition), World Scientific Publishing (2011)  

 

Phys 4703 INTRODUCTION TO PHOTONICS (CR3) 

Preq. Phys 3402/ ADP (Physics)  

 

Objectives 

To study the application of light, studying the photonic devices including detectors. 

 

Syllabus 

Guided Wave Optics: Planar slab waveguides, Rectangular channel waveguides, Single and multi-mode 

optical fibers, waveguide modes and field distributions, waveguide dispersion, pulse propagation 

Gaussian Beam Propagation: ABCD matrices for transformation of Gaussian beams, applications to 

simple resonators Electromagnetic Propagation in Anisotropic Media: Reflection and transmission at 
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anisotropic interfaces, Jones Calculus, retardation plates, polarizers Electro-optics and Acousto-optics: 

Linear electro-optic effect, Longitudinal and transverse modulators, amplitude and phase modulation, 

Mach-Zehnder modulators, Coupled mode theory, Optical coupling between waveguides, Directional 

couplers, Photoelastic effect, Acousto-optic interaction and Bragg diffraction, Acousto-optic 

modulators, deflectors and scanners Optoelectronics: p-n junctions, semiconductor devices: laser 

amplifiers, injection lasers, photoconductors, photodiodes, photodetector noise. 

 

Recommended Books  
1. Fundamentals of Photonics by B. E. A. Saleh and M. C. Teich (2nd Edition), John Wiley (2007) 

2. Photonic Devices by J-M. Liu, Cambridge (2009) 

3. Photonics: Optical Electronics in Modern Communications by A. Yariv and P. Yeh, Oxford 

(2006) 

4. Optics by E. Hecht (4thEdition), Addison-Wesley (2001) 

  

Phys 

4309 

QUANTUM SOLID STATE MAGNETISM (CR3) 

Preq. Phys 3402/ ADP (Physics)  

Objective 

Learn the modern theoretical foundations used to describe and study collective magnetic phenomena 

in the Solid State. 

 

Syllabus 

Magnetic response and correlation functions, analytic properties, fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 

experimental methods to measure static and dynamic correlations, magnetic response and correlations 

in metals, diamagnetism and paramagnetism, magnetic ground states: ferromagnetism, spin density 

waves, excitations in metals, spin waves, experimental examples, magnetic response and correlations 

of magnetic ions in crystals: quantum numbers and effective Hamiltonians, application of group theory 

to classifying ionic states, experimental case studies, magnetic response and correlations in magnetic 

insulators, effective Hamiltonians, magnetic order and propagation vector formalism., the use of group 

theory to classify magnetic structures, determination of magnetic structures from diffraction data, 

excitations: spin wave theory and beyond, Triplons, measuring spin wave spectra. 

 

Recommended Books  
1. Quamtum Theory of Magnetism, by W. Nolting, Springer, (2009) 

2. Quantum Theory of Magnetism, by R. M. White, Springer, (2006) 

3. Quantum Magnetism, U. Schollwöck and J. Richter, Springer, (2004) 

4. Introduction to Magnetic Materials by B. D. Cullity & C. D. Graham, 2nd Ed. (2008).  

 

Phys 

4310 

QUNTUM ELECTRONICS (CR3) 

Preq. Phys 3402, 3702/ ADP (Physics)  

 

Objective 

Develop a basis for understanding the quantum mechanical aspects of modern electronics (lasers, 

quantized Hall effect, field effect transistors, optical tweezers, etc.) 

 

Syllabus 

Time-independent Schrodinger equation, quantum mechanical tunneling, bound states and scattering 

transmission electron microscopy, the energy spectrum of diatomic and aromatic molecules, the band 

structure of one-dimensional crystalline and disordered solids, the scattering time for electron transport 


